A mathematical model for skeletal muscle activated by N-let pulse trains.
A physiologically based mathematical model for skeletal muscle activated by neural impulses is presented. This model is developed specifically to capture the behavior for mammalian skeletal muscle activated by N-lets (sets of N high-frequency pulses with variable interpulse intervals). N-let pulse trains have been demonstrated as a possible means of producing contractions with reduced fatigue and fiber-type transformation, while maximizing the force-time integral per pulse (FTIpP) of electrically stimulated muscle. This model is developed by modeling the underlying biophysical processes responsible for the initiation and maintenance of force generation in muscle. The release and reaccumulation dynamics of calcium ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum are modeled and proposed as the governing mechanism for the observed N-let effects. It is found that the new model is robust, numerically stable and easily implemented. Simulation results are presented that demonstrate the model's ability to capture a variety of the nonlinear summation, force and stiffness variation effects seen experimentally when activating skeletal muscle with N-lets. General properties of FES muscle are also predicted by the model. The significant insight provided by this model into the internal dynamics of skeletal muscle is used to assess a variety of mechanisms proposed for N-let behavior. It is postulated that the calcium release and reaccumulation dynamics, as incorporated in this model, are responsible for the N-let effects found in experiment.